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Connecting
Products with 

People for 

Brands










Welcome to the 

connected future


We are your best partner to help you effortlessly join the connected product revolution. 



Build your own revolutionary, trusted, value-building, and sustainable relationships with consumers directly through your products. Safeguard your digital product IDs with our unique “Secure-By-Design” security and boost your connected product business solutions.


Discover the magic
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Revolutionary product relationships


Deliver trusted authentication, relevant information, compelling services and entertaining experiences in the moments that matter most.










	


Fast & secure product authentication




	


Secure by Design™ product IDs




	


Digital Product Passports & green certifications




	


Trusted lifecycle traceability




	


Sustainable circularity services




	


Resale services




	


Engaging storytelling




	


Surveys, feedback & user-generated content




	


Subscription and lead generation







Learn more







Fashion and luxury's most adopted 
connected product platform 







Fashion and luxury's most adopted connected product platform 
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Products
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We help brands effortlessly tag products with counterfeit-proof digital IDs and product passports, that enable authentication, traceability, new business models, and engagement which extends the capacity of the product to convey value, trust and emotion.






People
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Our fully customisable web app helps brands connect directly with their consumers via their products, to deliver the most effective product relationships, through storytelling, sustainability services, and authenticity checks, all aligned with a brand's identity.






Brands
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We put brands back in control of their products and help them leverage the data that product connections generate, for brand protection, lead generation, capturing consumer feedback and unlocking actionable Business Intelligence insights.







Products
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We help brands effortlessly tag products with counterfeit-proof digital IDs and product passports, that enable authentication, traceability, new business models, and engagement which extends the capacity of the product to convey value, trust and emotion.





People
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Our fully customisable web app helps brands connect directly with their consumers via their products, to deliver the most effective product relationships, through storytelling, sustainability services, and authenticity checks, all aligned with a brand's identity.





Brands
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We put brands back in control of their products and help them leverage the data that product connections generate, for brand protection, lead generation, capturing consumer feedback and unlocking actionable Business Intelligence insights.









Security is a methodology 
not a technology


Avoid the risks of not securing your product IDs

Learn more


What is Secure by Design™?


It is our unique approach to delivering Connected Product projects with security in mind, thanks to a deep knowledge of counterfeitingpractices and of the vulnerabilities of common implementations.


Unique features



	Robust product authentication
	Interception and management of cloned and fake IDs
	Management of the consumer experience
	Ability to recover stolen sales
	Data generation that is the brand’s to own and use
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Authentication powered business strategies





Learn more
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Brand protection


Stay in control of licensing, overproduction, grey markets and non-conforming distribution.
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Track & Trace


Transparently track and monitor supply chains for compliance and reduce burdensome manual product processing.
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Business intelligence


Gain product and consumer behavioural data, to unlock insights that better inform strategic decision-making.
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Consumer engagement


Generate leads and enrich CRM profiling and stay connected with your consumers throughout the entire product lifetime.
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Sustainability & Circularity


Empower consumers with the repair, rental, resale and recycling services that they demand.
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Digital innovation


Enable the secure association of digital fashion, NFTs and blockchain to unclonable physical products.






The number one connected product platform


Leading the connected
product revolution


About us




3.8”


Consumers engage every 3.8” with products we’ve digitised





+180


Countries from 

which consumers connect to 

our digital IDs





+540M


Products already empowered by our secure digital IDs
.







+80


Brands that unlocked the power of their products with us 





94%


Consumer satisfaction 

with our 
service





10


Localisation in 10 languages and customer care 

out-of-the-box










Why choose Certilogo?
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Secure by Design™
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Revolutionary relationships
ready-to-go
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Superior 360º data from cradle to cradle
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Leading
the connected product revolution
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Cutting-Edge Digital Product Passports that deliver value


















Compare Our Plans









Featured Insights



[image: From scan to sustainability]

19 Mar, 2024

From scan to sustainability


How NFCs and QR Codes are revolutionizing the circular economy. Once upon a time, a tag was just a tag,...










[image: Lessons from the Chanel trial: time to up your anti-counterfeiting game]

21 Feb, 2024

Lessons from the Chanel trial: time to up your anti-counterfeiting game


How the risky business of unsecured digital product IDs harms your brand. The highly anticipated trial between Chanel and luxury...










[image: Certilogo and Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana announce the renewal of their official partnership]

07 Feb, 2024

Certilogo and Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana announce the renewal of their official partnership


Certilogo and Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana are renewing their signiﬁcant collaboration for another year, which started with Milano Fashion...
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